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Abstract

Unlike gas-giant planets, we lack examples of terrestrial planets orbiting other Sun-like stars to help us understand how they

formed. We can draw hints from elsewhere though. Astronomical observations of young stars; the chemical and isotopic

compositions of Earth, Mars and meteorites; and the structure of the Solar System all provide clues to how the inner rocky

planets formed. These data have inspired and helped to refine a widely accepted model for terrestrial planet formation—the

planetesimal hypothesis. In this model, the young Sun is surrounded by a disk of gas and fine dust grains. Grains stick together

to form mountain-size bodies called planetesimals. Collisions and gravitational interactions between planetesimals combine to

produce a few tens of Moon-to-Mars-size planetary embryos in roughly 0.1–1 million years. Finally, the embryos collide to

form the planets in 10–100 million years. One of these late collisions probably led to the formation of Earth’s Moon. This basic

sequence of events is clear, but a number of issues are unresolved. In particular, we do not really understand the physics of

planetesimal formation, or how the planets came to have their present chemical compositions. We do not know why Mars is so

much smaller than Earth, or exactly what prevented a planet from forming in the asteroid belt. Progress is being made in all of

these areas, although definitive answers may have to wait for observations of Earth-like planets orbiting other stars.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We are witnessing a revolution in planetary science.

The discovery of about a hundred other planetary

systems has provided a wealth of new information to

a field that was previously focussed on only one.

However, the new planets are probably all gas giants,

akin to Jupiter and Saturn, so they tell us relatively little

about the nature and origin of small, rocky planets like

Earth. We know of only one other system of terrestrial
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planets. This is in a most unfamiliar place: orbiting a

pulsar, the extinct remnant of a supernova explosion

[1]. Remarkably, the pulsar planets bear a striking

resemblance to the inner planets of the Solar System

in terms of their orbits and masses, although they may

have originated under very different conditions. Cur-

rently, we lack a way to detect terrestrial planets in orbit

around ordinary stars [2], so we have almost no notion

of how common or otherwise Earth-like planets may

be. As tantalizing as the new planetary discoveries are,

we must look elsewhere for clues to the origin of the

Sun’s terrestrial planets.

Astronomical observations of newborn stars show

that many are surrounded by a disk-shaped region of
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gas clouded with fine dust [3]. The disks generally have

radii at least as large as the Sun’s planetary system, and

contain at least as much mass as our planets. These

observations, together with the planar geometry of the

Solar System, and the fact that the Sun’s planets all

orbit in the same direction, suggest the planets formed

in a similar disk environment. This is often called the

protoplanetary disk or protoplanetary nebula. If this

disk had the same composition as the Sun, roughly

0.5% of the mass in Earth’s locale would have existed

in solid grains of rock and metal. The remaining 99.5%

would have been gas: hydrogen, helium and volatile

materials such as water and carbon monoxide. Since

Earth is made almost entirely of rock and metal, it is

clear that planet formation in the inner Solar System

was a sideshow compared to the evolution of the more

massive protoplanetary nebula itself, although the

conventional viewpoint is just the opposite.

Interestingly, most known giant planets orbit stars

(the Sun included) that contain above average

amounts of dust-forming elements such as iron [4].

One way to interpret this correlation is that giant

planets form most readily where solid materials are

abundant. The same may be true of rocky planets. It is

also apparent that planet formation is an inefficient

process, because even stars with dust-poor disks

contain enough material to form a respectable system

of planets. Stars older than a few million years (Myr)

apparently lack massive gas-rich disks [5]. If massive

disks are essential in order to generate planets then

planet formation must begin within a few million

years. Some older stars possess tenuous disks con-

taining some dust but apparently little gas [6,7]. Dust

in these systems should be ground down to small sizes

and pushed out of the system on time scales of 104–

106 years by the gentle but insistent pressure of light

from the star itself [8]. This may be second-generation

dust formed by high speed collisions between solid

bodies orbiting these stars or dust evaporating from

the surface of comets [8]. If so, this suggests that dust

is able to accumulate into large solid bodies in a

variety of protoplanetary disks.
2. Physical and cosmochemical constraints

We can make a crude estimate of the minimum

mass of the Sun’s protoplanetary nebula by totalling
up the rock, metal and ice that resides in the planets,

and adding enough hydrogen and helium to give a

composition similar to the Sun. This minimum mass

nebula contains a few percent of a solar mass—a

number that fits snugly within the range of values

estimated for circumstellar disks. However, this ma-

terial did not quietly metamorphose into the planets

we see today. Most of the gas has gone, somewhere.

Some of the dust has disappeared too, or at least it has

moved around a great deal. The giant planets probably

contain tens of Earth masses of rocky and icy mate-

rial, while the vast expanse of the asteroid belt,

between 2 and 4 astronomical units (AU) from the

Sun, has only enough stuff to make a planet 1% the

mass of Mercury. Just as curiously, 90% of the total

mass of the inner Solar System now resides in a

narrow strip between 0.7 and 1 AU.

Much of what we know about the early history of

the Solar System comes from studying primitive

meteorites. These rocks come from asteroids that

never became hot enough to melt. Thus, primitive

meteorites and their parent bodies act as a kind of

archaeological site, preserving the detritus formed in

the first few million years of the Solar System. Most

primitive meteorites are composed largely of chon-

drules—beads of rock typically about 1 mm in size.

The composition and texture of most chondrules

suggests they were once balls of dust floating in

the solar nebula that were strongly heated and cooled

over the space of a few hours [9]. The heating melted

the chondrules but was not sufficiently protracted to

allow all the more volatile elements such as sulfur to

escape. Particular types of meteorite contain chon-

drules with distinctive sizes and compositions. This

may mean that chondrules formed in small regions of

the protoplanetary nebula in a series of separate

events. Theories abound for the origin of chondrules

[9]. Models in which dust is melted by shock waves

in the nebula are currently in vogue [10,11], although

the source of these shock waves is unclear. Chon-

drule formation may be intimately tied to other

events in the Solar System. In particular, shock

driven chondrule formation could require the early

formation of Jupiter [11,12]. A small fraction of

chondrules appear to have formed as a result of

impacts on asteroids [13], which implies that large

bodies had already accreted by the time these chon-

drules formed.
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Primitive meteorites also contain refractory com-

ponents, similar in size to chondrules. These calcium

aluminium rich inclusions (CAIs) are a minor com-

ponent of meteorites, and their origin is even more

enigmatic than that of chondrules. They are important

here because their age places timing constraints on

planet formation. The relative ages of CAIs and

chondrules can be estimated from the abundances of

the decay products of short-lived isotopes. Particularly

useful are, 41Ca, 26Al and 53Mn, with half lives of 0.1,

0.7 and 3.7 Myr respectively [14]. The absolute ages

of chondrules and CAIs can be calculated from the

modern abundances of lead isotopes formed by the

decay of long-lived isotopes of uranium [15].

According to the isotopes, CAIs are the oldest

Solar System materials we possess. Most formed in

an interval spanning only a few hundred thousand

years [16] around 4.56 billion years ago [17]. Chon-

drules apparently formed 1–4 Myr later than this

[17,18]. Thus, some CAIs survived in the nebula for

millions of years before bedding down with much

younger chondrules to form asteroids. It is conceiv-

able that something similar happened in the region

containing the terrestrial planets, in which case the

early stages of planet formation spanned several

million years at least.

Iron meteorites tell their own tale. These meteorites

come from asteroids that became hot enough to melt

and differentiate. The most plausible source of heat

was the decay of short-lived isotopes, especially 26Al.

Melting must have occurred while was still abundant,

which means these asteroids took something like 2

Myr to form [19,20]. Why did some asteroids melt

when others did not? Presumably, different stages of

planet and asteroid formation occurred concurrently in

the same region of the nebula. Some objects formed

earlier than others, and their subsequent thermal

evolution was different as a result.

The terrestrial planets are also differentiated, with

high density iron-rich cores and low density silicate-

rich mantles. Earth’s mantle is highly depleted in

siderophile (iron loving) elements, when ratioed to

silicon say, compared to the Sun. Presumably, these

elements sank to the core along with the iron during

core formation. The process of core formation is hard

to disentangle from the process of accretion itself. It is

likely that the two happened concurrently [21]. The

time scale for core formation can be estimated using
the decay of U isotopes to Pb, and also the short-lived

isotope 182Hf, which decays to 182W with a half-life of

9 Myr. These isotope systems are useful because the

parent nuclei are lithophile (silicate loving) while the

daughter isotopes are more siderophile. Assuming core

formation happened continuously and that accretion

tailed off roughly exponentially over time, the lead

isotopes indicate that Earth accreted/differentiated with

a mean life of 15–40 Myr [22]. Somewhat confusing-

ly, the Hf–W isotopes provide a shorter mean life of

about 11 Myr [23]. The reason why these two systems

give different results is unclear and the actual time

scale probably lies somewhere in between [21].

The inner planets would have been mostly molten

at the time they differentiated. Unfortunately, this

melting erased much information about what hap-

pened to these bodies before their cores formed. We

know rather more about subsequent events. In partic-

ular, Earth’s mantle is blessed with more siderophile

elements (gold etc.) than one would expect to find

after its core formed. This is consistent with continued

growth of the Earth after core formation ceased,

although this late veneer constitutes less than 1% of

Earth’s total mass [24]. The mixture of osmium

isotopes we see in Earth’s mantle differs from carbo-

naceous chondrite meteorites (probably from the outer

asteroid belt) but is similar to ordinary chondrites

(probably from the inner belt) [24]. This is consistent

with the late veneer coming either from material in the

inner asteroid belt, or from the terrestrial-planet region

itself.

Collisions shaped the inner Solar System in several

ways. High speed impacts onto planetary surfaces

supplied enough kinetic energy to cause melting. On

small bodies, melted material tended to escape to

space. Bodies the size of Ceres and larger were

massive enough to hang on to some molten material,

and impacts onto planet-sized bodies probably caused

enough melting to trigger core formation [25]. The

high density of Mercury may be the result of a violent

collision with another large body, which removed

much of Mercury’s silicate mantle [26]. The Moon

is highly depleted in both iron and volatile elements.

This makes sense if the Moon formed from hot mantle

material thrown into orbit around Earth after the planet

was hit by another differentiated body [27]. The

ancient surfaces of the Moon, Mercury and Mars bear

the scars of numerous smaller impacts, although on
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the Moon at least, these collisions happened hundreds

of millions of years after the planets formed [28].

Meteorites, together with rocks from Mars, the

Moon and Earth, generally contain a similar mixture

of isotopes, unlike dust grains that formed outside the

Solar System. This suggests that material in the inner

Solar System was thoroughly mixed on very fine

scales at some point [29]. (Isotopes of oxygen do

not obey this rule for reasons that are hotly debated.)

Earth, Mars and the parent bodies of the various

meteorite groups differ substantially in their chemistry

however. Each object is made up of a different

mixture of the major rock forming elements [24].

The spectral characteristics of modern asteroids vary

in ways that are correlated with their distance from the

Sun [30], and this is widely interpreted to reflect

(literally) differences in their composition, as well as

their thermal evolution. Hence, although different

regions of the nebula probably exchanged a good

deal of material, each of the inner planets and aste-

roids ultimately acquired a mixture of material unique

to that body.

Compared to the Sun, many primitive meteorites

are depleted in moderately volatile elements—those

elements that condense and evaporate at temperatures

between about 650 and 1250 K. The curious aspect is

that these elements are depleted in a way that roughly

correlates with their condensation temperature [31].

There is more than one way to interpret this correlation.

The depletion pattern may represent a distant memory

of an early hot phase in the history of the nebula [32],

rather as the cosmic microwave background radiation

provides a glimpse of the early history of the universe.

If this interpretation is right, the inner few astronomical

units of the nebula must have been hot enough to

vapourize rock at some point. The CI group of prim-

itive meteorites are not depleted in moderately volatile

elements, which may mean they come from bodies that

formed further from the Sun where temperatures were

cooler. The depletion of moderately volatile elements

can be interpreted in another way. Rather than indicat-

ing a globally hot nebula, the depletions could be

caused by localized events such as those that generated

chondrules [31]. In either case, planet-sized bodies

probably suffered further depletions as a result of

energetic collisions [33].

The inner planets possess rather little in the way of

highly volatile material such as water and the noble
gases. This depletion can be attributed to high temper-

atures in the inner nebula-volatile materials simply

didn’t condense while the planets were forming.

However, the isotopic mixture of xenon on Earth

and Mars implies that these planets have lost almost

all their initial allotment of noble gases, and possibly a

lot of other volatile material too [34]. The origin of

Earth’s meagre volatile inventory is still unclear.

Helium and neon leaking from the mantle hint that

the planet might have captured a massive atmosphere

directly from the nebula early in its history [35].

Volatile substances in the atmosphere could have

entered the mantle while the planet was still molten.

It is hard to explain the abundances of the other noble

gases in the atmosphere today unless some volatiles

came to Earth from another source, such as impacts by

comets or asteroids [36,37]. The deuterium to hydro-

gen ratio in terrestrial seawater differs by a factor of

two from the ratio measured in comets to date, so

comets were probably less important in this respect

than asteroids [38].
3. The planetesimal theory

The astronomical and cosmochemical data de-

scribed above generally support a model for the

formation of the planets known as the planetesimal

theory. Crudely, the theory posits that dust grains in

the nebula collided and stuck together to make

aggregates; these collided to form bigger bodies,

etc. until the largest objects were the size of planets.

Objects tended to acquire most of their mass locally,

so planets and asteroids forming in different regions

of the nebula came to have somewhat different

compositions. Once planet-sized bodies formed, it

was mostly a matter of mopping up the remaining

debris or removing it from the system. Something

along these lines almost certainly happened in the

inner Solar System, leading to the formation of

Earth and the other terrestrial planets. As with all

theories however, the devil is in the details. This is

particularly apparent in the early stages of planetary

accretion.

The planetesimal theory is often portrayed as a

sequence of steps rather like acts in a play. The

characters and scenery change with time, and the

audience applauds at the end of each act. This division
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is partly an indication of how we think about complex

problems, but it also reflects changes in the relative

importance of physical processes at each stage of

planetary accretion. Following convention, I will

describe the stages in order, with the caveat that these

stages probably overlapped in both time and space.
4. Formation of planetesimals

The story begins with the gas and dust of the Sun’s

protoplanetary disk. Gas pressure gives the disk a

definite thickness in the vertical direction. Pressure

decreases with distance from the Sun, which allows

the gas to orbit the Sun slightly more slowly than a

solid body moving on a circular orbit would. Dust

grains feel little pressure support, so they tend to settle

towards the midplane of the disk, sweeping up other

grains en route to form loosely bound aggregates (see

Fig. 1). In the absence of turbulence in the gas, a

typical dust grain will reach the midplane in about 104

years [39].
Fig. 1. Dust grains slowly settle to the midplane of the nebula due to

the vertical component of the Sun’s gravity, forming a solid-rich

layer. This layer orbits the Sun slightly faster than the gas-rich layers

above and below. The resulting wind shear generates turbulence,

even if other sources of turbulence are absent. Thus, the solid-rich

layer has a finite thickness.
As the dust becomes concentrated towards the

midplane, the solid to gas ratio increases. The dust-

rich layer begins to orbit the Sun with the speed of a

solid body rather than the slightly slower speed of the

gas. Gas in the dusty layer is herded along by the solid

particles, moving faster than it would like to, while

gas above and below the midplane moves more

slowly as before. This differential velocity generates

turbulence, which acts to puff up the dust-rich layer,

even if no other sources of turbulence are present. A

compromise is reached between gravity and turbu-

lence, and this determines the thickness of the dust-

rich layer [40].

At this point, the script for our play becomes hard

to read. If the solid-rich layer becomes dense enough,

the densest portions will be unable to resist the

Narcissus-like attraction of their own gravity, becom-

ing ever smaller and denser. Once this gravitational

instability gets going, collapse can continue until solid

bodies a few km in size are generated. Such bodies are

dubbed planetesimals. Whether gravitational instabil-

ity (GI) ever gets going is the subject of much debate

[41–44]. It seems that GI can only occur if the ratio of

solids to gas in a column of nebula material exceeds a

critical value. Recent calculations suggest this critical

value is several times the solid to gas ratio for material

with solar composition, even when volatiles such as

water and carbon monoxide have condensed [45]. In

addition, bodies may have to grow to metre size or

larger before conditions become right for GI [40].

Unabashed, theorists have thought of several ways

to increase the solid to gas ratio and give GI a helping

hand. This is done by either collecting solids in one

place or removing some of the gas. Small solids have

a tendency to move radially within the nebula and pile

up at locations where there is a local maximum in the

gas pressure [46], or where the concentration of solids

is higher than average [47]. The local solid to gas ratio

can also increase over time as small solids migrate

inwards [42], or as gas escapes from the Solar System

due to photoevaporation by ultraviolet light from the

Sun. It remains to be seen whether these mechanisms

operate with sufficient effect to permit GI.

In the absence of gravitational instability, large

bodies presumably form by the gradual aggregation

of dust grains and small solids such as chondrules.

Experiments show that irregular dust grains can stick

together if they collide at speeds of up to a few tens of
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metres per seconds [48]. High collision speeds are

more likely to cause grains to rebound or break apart,

while low collision speeds are more likely to lead to

sticking. Small solids are probably strongly coupled to

the motion of the gas, so they typically undergo gentle

collisions leading to accretion. Charge exchange be-

tween grains and the generation of electric dipoles

also aids accretion, leading to the rapid formation of

dust aggregates many centimetres in size [49].

Collisional accretion becomes more challenging

when bodies reach 0.1–10 m in size. These objects

are too large to be swept along at the same speed as the

gas, but too small to be unaffected by it entirely.

Because gas orbits the Sun more slowly than a solid

body, boulder-sized objects feel a headwind. If solids

in the dust-rich layer are effective at dragging the gas

along with them, this headwind will be quite small

[40]. Otherwise, the headwind will be around 50 m s-1,

similar to the wind speed in a hurricane [50].

The headwind affects boulder-size objects in two

ways. Dust grains entrained in the gas strike large

bodies with the same speed as the headwind. In

principle, this increases the amount of material that

can be swept up by large bodies. However, if the dust

grains hit at high speeds they are more likely to cause

erosion akin to sand blasting. Second, the headwind

gradually robs large bodies of their orbital angular

momentum, causing them to drift towards the Sun.

This drifting due to gas drag can be extremely rapid

for metre-sized objects—as fast as 1 AU in 500 years

[40]. The ultimate fate of drifting bodies depends on

the thermal structure of the nebula. If the inner nebula

is hot, objects will evaporate when the temperature

becomes high enough; otherwise, they fall into the

Sun. Radial transport of solid material by gas drag

may lead to substantial variations in both the solid to

gas ratio and the chemical composition in different

regions of the nebula [51].

The existence of gas drag would imply that solid

bodies must grow rapidly until they are many metres

in size if they are to survive. It seems reasonable that

boulder-sized objects will only actually stick together

during rare, low-velocity collisions. These objects

may gain most of their mass by accreting smaller

solids and dust grains. The nebula headwind might

aid accretion in some cases by blowing small frag-

ments from erosive collisions back onto metre-size

bodies [52].
If the nebular gas is turbulent, small solids will not

simply accumulate in a thin layer at the midplane.

However, solids will become highly concentrated in

stagnant regions. These solid-rich regions could

evolve rapidly into planetesimals [53]. The efficiency

of this turbulent concentration depends on the size

and compactness of the solids. Chondrule-like par-

ticles seem particularly well suited in this respect [53],

so it may be no accident that they form the major

component of most primitive meteorites, while larger

solid particles are not seen.

Despite substantial progress in understanding the

earliest stage of planet formation, the origin of planet-

esimals must still be regarded as an unsolved problem.

The audience watching our play could be forgiven for

having serious misgivings at this stage in the perfor-

mance. Fortunately, things proceed more smoothly in

the next act.
5. Formation of planetary embryos

The second stage of planet formation begins when

much of the solid material has formed into planet-

esimals a few kilometres in diameter. How these

bodies formed is rather less important than how big

they are. For the second stage to proceed, bodies must

be large enough to gravitationally perturb their neigh-

bours during close approaches. This stage of accretion

has been examined extensively using theoretical mod-

els for two reasons: (i) the evolution depends on a

small number of processes that are fairly well under-

stood, and (ii) the number of planetesimals is huge.

This means their evolution can be studied in a

statistical sense, just as a gas composed of trillions

of molecules can be described using kinetic theory.

The weakest link in the theory is understanding the

outcome of collisions. Laboratory experiments have

studied impacts involving planetary materials at a wide

range of collision speeds, but these experiments are

limited to bodies less than a metre in size. Most of what

we know about planet-forming collisions comes from

numerical simulations instead. To date, these simula-

tions provide a rather sparse coverage of collisional

phase space. That said, the results suggest most colli-

sions lead to net accretion, unless the impact speed is

subtantially higher than the target’s gravitational es-

cape velocity or the impact is at a grazing angle [54,55].
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A planetesimal accretes its smaller brethren at a

rate that depends on the number of objects per unit

volume and the planetesimal’s velocity vrel relative to

other objects (see Fig. 2). If vrel is large, a planetesimal

collides only with objects that pass directly in front of

it. If vrel is small, a planetesimal’s gravity will pull in

material from further away. This gravitational focus-

sing increases the frequency of collisions. More often

than not, planetesimals approach each other without

actually colliding, but their trajectories are altered by

their gravitational interaction. The cumulative effect

of many close encounters determines a planetesimal’s

velocity relative to other bodies in the same region of

the nebula. Large bodies tend to acquire small relative

velocities and vice versa, a state of affairs referred to

as dynamical friction. All the while, gas drag is

striving to make the orbits of the planetesimals circu-

lar and coplanar, effectively reducing vrel.

Despite this apparent complexity, accretion is like-

ly to proceed in one of only a few ways [56–58].

Initially, the largest planetesimals feed voraciously on

smaller objects, while the collective gravitational

effects of the small objects keeps vrel low. This makes

gravitational focussing highly effective. The largest
Fig. 2. The mechanics of runaway growth. Large bodies tend to

have lower relative velocities than small objects as a result of

numerous gravitational encounters. When large bodies pass close to

each other, their trajectories are focussed by their gravitational

attraction. Small bodies fly past each other too quickly to be

significantly affected by their mutual attraction. Thus, large bodies

grow faster than small ones.
bodies, termed planetary embryos, quickly outgrow

all the others, a process known as runaway growth.

The days of unfettered growth are numbered how-

ever. Runaway growth slows when planetary embryos

become about 100 times more massive than a typical

planetesimal. Now it is the gravitational perturbations

of the embryos that determine (vrel) rather than pertur-

bations from the more numerous planetesimals [59].

Accretion enters a new self-regulated regime called

oligarchic growth [55]. Planetary embryos continue to

outgrow smaller planetesimals, but embryos in neigh-

bouring regions of the disk are forced to grow at

similar rates. Whenever one embryo gets too greedy,

events conspire to allow nearby embryos to catch up.

The more massive an embryo is, the more strongly it

perturbs nearby planetesimals, thereby increasing vrel.

Thus, gravitational focussing is reduced, and the em-

bryo grows more slowly than a smaller embryo would.

As in any good oligarchy, each embryo stakes out a

region of influence, or feeding zone in the disk. A

typical feeding zone in the inner Solar System is a

roughly annular region of order 0.01 AU in width. A

combination of dynamical friction and occasional

gravitational interactions between neighbouring em-

bryos acts to keep these bodies on widely spaced

orbits. Each embryo accretes most of its mass from its

own feeding zone, giving the embryos distinct chem-

ical compositions.

The oligarchic growth stage lasts for 0.1–1 Myr

from the time when planetesimals first appear in large

numbers [58,60]. Oligarchic growth ends when the

number of planetesimals dwindles so much that they

can no longer restrain the actions of the planetary

embryos. Our play has reached a moment of crisis.

With the demise of the planetesimals, dynamical

friction shuts down. The embryos stray beyond their

feeding zones and the previous order collapses as the

large bodies begin to interact strongly and collide with

one another. Accretion of the planets now enters a

prolonged terminal phase.
6. From embryos to planets

The final stage of planetary accretion involves a

few dozen embryos with masses comparable to the

Moon or Mars (0.01–0.1 Earth masses). Gravitational

perturbations between embryos increase their relative
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velocities. Gravitational focussing becomes weak, and

the accretion rate slows dramatically.

Over time, the embryos scatter one another inwards

or outwards, and the radial ordering established dur-

ing oligarchic growth becomes scrambled. Any pri-

mordial chemical and isotopic gradients are blurred as

a result. The final planets are a mixture of material

from a broad region of the inner Solar System,

although each planet accretes more material from its

own locale than elsewhere, so the mixture is different

for each planet [61]. Earth and Venus are composites

formed from a dozen or more embryos. Mars and

Mercury contain material from only a few embryos,

possibly as few as one in each case. Thus, these

planets probably sampled rather less of the nebula

than their larger siblings. The final stage of accretion

is highly chaotic. That is, it depends sensitively on the

outcome of individual events such as whether a close

encounter between two embryos results in a collision

or a near miss. To illustrate this, Fig. 3 shows the

results of four numerical simulations of this stage of

accretion, each beginning with the same total mass

and number of embryos [62]. The planetary systems

produced in each case are quite different.
Fig. 3. The results of four numerical simulations of the final stage in th

simulation, with symbol radius proportional to the radius of the planet. The

from each of the four zones of the nebula indicated by the shaded rectangl

(results taken from Ref. [62]).
The time scale for the final stage of accretion

depends on whether nebula gas is still present. In

the presence of a minimum-mass gas nebula, Earth

may have formed in as little as 5 Myr [63], although

this is hard to reconcile with the time scales derived

from the U–Pb and Hf–W isotopes described above.

In the absence of significant amounts of gas, numer-

ical simulations suggest Earth took roughly 100 Myr

to form, with the accretion rate declining approxi-

mately exponentially over time [62,64]. Small

amounts of nebula gas can have a significant effect

on late-stage accretion. In particular, the lingering

presence of roughly 0.1% of a minimum-mass nebula

may have helped to circularize the orbits of the inner

planets as they neared completion [65,66].

The inner planets probably each accreted some

planetesimals from the region that now contains the

asteroid belt. These planetesimals have a different

chemical composition, and are probably richer in

volatile materials, than planetesimals that formed

closer to the Sun. The asteroid belt may have been

an important source of the water and other volatile

substances that now exist on Earth [37]. Some prim-

itive meteorites contain up to 10% water by mass, and
e accretion of the inner planets. Each row of symbols shows one

segments in each pie chart show the fraction of material originating

es. In each simulation, the largest planet has a mass similar to Earth
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this water has a deuterium to hydrogen ratio similar to

water on Earth. However, the bulk of this asteroidal

matter must have arrived on Earth, or its precursors,

before core formation was complete. These meteorites

are rich in siderophile elements, so they would dom-

inate the Earth’s late veneer if they were added late,

yet their Os isotopic and trace element compositions

are distinct [24].

Late stage accretion is not a wholly efficient

business. Some embryos fall into the Sun after stray-

ing into the asteroid belt, a region that contains

unstable orbital resonances associated with Jupiter

and Saturn. Up to 1/3 of the embryos that form within

2 AU of the Sun are likely to suffer this fiery fate [62].

High speed collisions between embryos can lead to

fragmentation. Collision speeds are highest close to

the Sun, which made Mercury especially vulnerable to

disruptive impacts. This may explain why the inner-

most planet remained so small. The low mass of Mars

compared to Earth and Venus is harder to fathom, and

current theories have little to say on the subject.

Chance events may have conspired to prevent Mars

from accreting additional planetary embryos, but this

explanation seems unsatisfactory. A significant frac-

tion of collisions between embryos are likely to eject a

substantial amount of material into orbit around the

newly formed body [64]. It is likely that the Moon

formed from such debris following the impact of a

Mars-sized body onto Earth [27].
7. Formation of the asteroid belt

The story of planetary accretion 1 AU from the Sun

has a happy ending but something clearly went wrong

in the asteroid belt. Either planets never formed in this

region or they survived only briefly. The imprint of

short-lived isotopes seen in many meteorites implies

the asteroids formed in a few million years. However,

bodies the size of Ceres and Vesta can only have

accreted this rapidly if the asteroid belt initially

contained at least 100 times as much solid material

as it does today [67], so the current low mass of the

asteroid belt requires an explanation.

It is possible that the growth of large bodies in the

asteroid belt was frustrated by the early formation of

Jupiter. Gravitational perturbations from Jupiter would

have increased the relative velocities of planetesimals
in general, especially for bodies that are substantially

different in size. This would delay the onset of run-

away growth until bodies were larger than the largest

asteroids that exist today [68]. Collisional erosion may

have been an important process in the asteroid region,

but this alone cannot explain the low mass of the

asteroid belt today. Vesta currently sports a basaltic

crust that formed in the first few million years of the

Solar System. It is doubtful that this crust would have

survived until now if >99% of the asteroid belt has

been pummelled into dust [69]. Instead, the asteroid

belt probably lost most of its bulk in another way.

Two other models are currently in the running.

Each makes use of the fact that the asteroid belt is

crisscrossed by a number of unstable orbital resonan-

ces associated with Jupiter and Saturn. Today, an

asteroid entering a resonance is quickly forced onto

a highly eccentric (elliptical) orbit, such that it typi-

cally falls into the Sun or is ejected from the Solar

System in about 1 Myr [70]. While the nebula is still

present, objects moving on eccentric orbits experience

substantial gas drag. As the nebula disperses, some of

the unstable resonances sweep across the asteroid belt,

possibly more than once [71]. The combination of

resonance sweeping and gas drag causes many bodies

smaller than about 100 km to migrate inwards, leach-

ing mass from the asteroid belt, and depositing it in the

region where the terrestrial planets are forming [72].

Gas drag has its limits however. Bodies the size of

the Moon or Mars are too massive to drift significant-

ly. Left to their own devices, planetesimals in the

asteroid region should eventually form planetary em-

bryos, unless the giant planets form quickly. However,

even planetary embryos as massive as Earth become

vulnerable once Jupiter and Saturn form. Gravitational

encounters between embryos cause their orbits to

wander slowly through asteroid belt. Sooner or late,

each embryo enters an unstable resonance where it is

likely to be removed from the asteroid belt before

another close encounter scatters it out of the resonance

again. Numerical simulations show that all embryos in

the asteroid region are likely to be lost in this way,

along with the great majority of smaller asteroids,

once the giant planets form [73]. All that remain are a

few small objects too puny to continue the process

any further.

There appears to be a fine line between forming a

system of terrestrial planets and generating an asteroid
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belt. The outcome depends mainly on proximity to the

giant planets and their unstable resonances [74,75].

When terrestrial planets do form, their characteristics

are hard to predict ahead of time since the final stage

of accretion is dominated by chance events involving

a small number of planetary embryos. It is probably a

matter of chance that the Solar System ended up with

precisely four terrestrial planets, and that one of these

now resides in a pleasantly habitable location [62]. A

minor change at any stage in the formation of the

planets could have produced a very different, perhaps

equally fascinating, outcome.
8. Looking ahead

The coming years should see progress in a number

of areas that will help our understanding of the origin

of planets and asteroids. Astronomical observations of

protoplanetary disks by NASA’s Spitzer Space tele-

scope and other programmes will provide better

models for the structure and evolution of protoplane-

tary disks. Continuing searches for extrasolar giant

planets will soon establish whether giants with orbits

similar to Jupiter are rare or commonplace. There is

also the exciting prospect of finding terrestrial planets

orbiting Sun-like stars via NASA’s upcoming Kepler

mission. In cosmochemistry, we may soon see the

resolution of several key questions including a clear

understanding of the source(s) of short-lived isotopes

in the early Solar System, and agreement on the time

scale for Earth’s accretion and differentiation, and the

timing of the Moon-forming impact. The hugely

successful ongoing programme to collect and analyse

Antarctic meteorites is sure to throw up a few sur-

prises in the years ahead. Finally, on the theoretical

front, the time is ripe for breakthroughs on a number

of vexing issues, including the origin of chondrules

and planetesimals, an understanding of the physics of

interactions between planets and protoplanetary disks,

and the origin of water and other volatiles on the

terrestrial planets. We have much to look forward to.
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